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We announce with great
pride that THE AMATEUR
COLLECTOR LTD. is now 30
years young::
When, in 1946, he started
very modestly with a
small limited Swiss stock,
the young H.L. Katcher
never dreamt what this
small beginning would develop into. Just as well
he started very young there was so much to
learn, not only about
Swiss stamps but also how
to build and conduct a
business of highest integrity and principles,
which would lead to world
wide respect and success.
He has accomplished his
business aims but is
still learning about
Swiss stamps - no one
could fully master that
subject in a single lifetime.
R.F. Bulstrode, O.B.E.
(Editor)

1976

N ERAL 63A
Tête Bêche Pair
I C VERY

May I be forgiven for using the slightly modified cliché that "we
achieve the impossible regularly, but it takes us 16 years to
accomplish miracles"! Let me explain: during Stampex this year,
I was approached by the Curator of a well known Philatelic
Society's forgery collection with a view to verifying that all
the stamps in the Swiss section were in fact forged. The
forgeries would have fooled few people but there were a small
number of genuine but very bad quality Rayons which I quickly
identified for him. There was also, on the last page, a mint
Tete Beche Pair of Numeral 63A. 1—felt as if an electric shock
had gone through me (after all, I had been through this once
before, 16 years ago, when I discovered the 5c. Tete Beche Pair
of the same issue). The Curator immediately assured me that the
(Continued on back page)
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Schweiz U P U 1900"
BY DR. W. R. MORRISON

The commemorative issue to mark the 25th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union contains
so many plate flaws that it is sometimes said
that there is no such thing as a perfect faultfree stamp. In addition to the plate flaws
there is the usual crop of printing varieties,
such as offsets, double perforations and divided control marks.

The nine different stamps (77a - 79C) are then
presented together on one page in unmounted mint
blocks of four. These stamps all have beautifully fresh colours with no traces of ink
staining, and the perforations are perfectly
centred. The overall effect is most impressive.

The next pages contain mint sheets of each value.
Since the original sheets of 50 were divided
vertically into left and right half-sheets (25
Early attempts to list all the plate flaws and
retouches were unsatisfactory because they
stamps) before being issued to post offices, the
sheets of 77A - 79B were reconstructed from
generally did not identify constant varieties
with specific positions in the plate. The break matched left and right half sheets.
-through came as the result of a massive collaReconstructed sheets of this sort were essential
borative study led by René Gees. The complete
to the original plating study since they made it
plating of the 200 positions of the nine stamps
possible to allocate recognised varieties to
(77A - 79C) was achieved. The system was desspecific plate positions. More important, by
cribed in a series of articles in the Schweizer
comparing the four sheets from a plate, it was
Briefmarken-Zeitung (1958 - 1960) and was later
possible to identify features common to a stamp
published as a book "Schweiz 1900, Die Ausgabe
in the same position on the four sheets (there
zum 25 jährigen Jubiläum der Gründung des Weltare thus 50 "types") and those features which
postvereins". This book became quite rare but
are unique to any type in only one position on
fortunately it has been reprinted recently and
the plate. During the study 71 of the possible
it is now freely available again.
72 half-sheets were examined, and the missing
The Gees Collection literally 'goes by the book' half-sheet was obtained used but without its
and is famous as the reference plating study of margins and perforation guide marks.
the UPU 1900 issue. Although it has been on
The mint sheets of 77C - 79C are undivided, and
display on several occasions, few specialists
there can be few such sheets in existence outoutside Switzerland have had the opportunity to side the PTT archives. The sheets were probably
study the collection at leisure, and many have
part of a special printing made for presentation
not seen it at all. The following description
to various officials. 79C is generally recogniwill, I hope, enlighten and tantalise in the
sed as having been printed for this purpose, and
first instance, but it will almost certainly act consequently very few stamps were issued to post
as a major challenge to anyone trying to build
offices. The some probably applies to 78Cc, the
up a similar collection nowadays.
rare "purple-red" shade, and it is interesting
The Gees Collection is not a complete speciali- that the undivided sheet of the 10c plate 3 is
sed collection of the UPU 1900 issue because it in fact 78Cc. No special printing of 77C has
been described, and there is nothing to indicate
does not contain any essays, proofs, printing
that the sheet of 77C may be a special printing
varieties, covers or postal history material.
beyond the fact that it is an undivided sheet
It is simply a plating study of superlative
quality, and it is almost as complete as it pos- like 78Cc and 79C.
sibly can be. The collection is in two volumes
Volume 1 ends with used half-sheets of 5c (77B),
- volume 1 contains mostly mint stamps, and
10c (78B) and 25c (79B), without sheet margins.
volume 2 contains reconstructed plates of used
All are cancelled 31.X11.00, which was the lost
77A - C, 78A - C, and 79A and 8. Very few used day of issue. These half-sheets were used to
copies of 79C exist, and it is impossible to
pre-pay bulk sendings of newspapers which did
reconstruct a plate of 200 used 79C.
not individually bear stamps. No doubt there
Volume 1 begins with a description of the laywas a rush to use UPU stamps for this purpose in
out of the printing plates which each gave four preference to other stamps, because the UPU
sheets of 50 stamps, and a total of 200
stamps were not valid for postage after 31.X11.00.
positions on the plate. This is essentially a
Despite this, large multiple blocks of used
condensed version of pp. 3 - 5 of "Schweiz
stamps are rare, and these used half-sheets even
1900".
more so.

Volume 2 contains reconstructed plates of 200 of
each of the eight stamps 77A - 78C, with only
It is a daunting
two copies of 78C missing.
thought that if Gees, who was pre-eminent in the
field, could not complete 78C how much more difficult it must be for anyone doing the same
thing nowadays!
An outstanding feature of volume 2 is the uniformity of the stamps. This has been achieved
by using well centred copies with a single light
circular cancellation centrally placed on the
stamp. The 5c values are mid greens with no
extremes of shades, dry prints or tinted backgrounds. The 10c values are free from aniline
ink staining and do not contain rose or rosie
rose shades. There are, however, a few carmine
-red shades (78Ae, 788d) scattered throughout
the pages. The 25c values are of course much
scarcer, and many were used for postage abroad.
It was therefore inevitable that one or two
copies with heavier cancellations or rectangular strikes had to be included in the Gees
collection, but the overall standard is still
outstanding.

It is difficult to appreciate the work entailed
in preparing these reconstructed sheets unless
one has actually completed a full plate for
oneself. To illustrate one aspect, consider
the probabilities involved. There is a 1 in
200 chance of finding a stamp for a given position, multiplied (say) by a 1 in 10 chance of
finding a fine used copy, multiplied by a
further variable chance of finding a well-centred copy. In other words, the odds are very
long indeed and even Gees had to include one or
two slightly off-centre copies from the right
margins of sheets where the perforations are
almost invariably out of position. In fact, the
odds are not quite so bad if a large mass of
material is being searched to build up a sheet
of 50 or a plate of 200, but it is still no
small task!
The four sheets of 77A are uniformly superb,
and the plating does not appear to have required information beyond what is given in "Schweiz
1900". Very often small plating features are
hidden or even missing, but these copies have
been selected to show all necessary features
quite clearly.

The four sheets of 78B are particularly fine,
and it is interesting to see that some features
are a little different from the illustrations
and descriptions in the book, but not enough to
present any difficulties. When all four sheets
are compared it is evident that there are many
varieties common to types 1-50 in sheets 2, 3
and 4 only which are not listed in the book.
These varieties make plating that bit easier,
and a systematic list would be useful. Some of
the varieties common to sheets 2, 3 and 4 are
listed in the Zumstein Specialised Catalogue
(e.g. Pf. 4, 6 and 9, Rets. 1 and 2), while
others are equally noteworthy but remain unlist
-ed (e.g. much of left frame missing in positions 92, 142 and 192).
The sheets of 79A confirm that there are many
more plating features than are listed in the
book, and there are often random dots to add
confusion. However this is an easy stamp to
plate from the listed features alone. It is
interesting to see how some varieties extend
across two or more stamps, the best example
being Rets. 1 and 2 on position 103 and 104.
77B and 78B are quite common stamps, but it
would be extremely difficult to match the quality achieved by Gees. The features on 778 are
clear and match the descriptions in the book
quite well. There are sometimes additional
features (cf. 78A) but not in any quantity in
77B. However, 78B has numerous varieties common
to sheets 1 and 3 which are often the best plating guides (e.g. Pf. 3-6, 11) and these surely
merit systematic description. Incidentally the
plate positions of varieties listed in the
Zumstein Specialised Catalogue are often incomplete, and there are some major white lines or
scratches which merit catalogue status.
79B: This reconstructed plate consists of beautifully used material with no pale blue stamps
or stamps with tinted backgrounds. The varieties are already well covered by the Zumstein
Specialised Catalogue and there are no noteworthy omissions except the blue cloud variety
which occurs on position 15 only. This is a
large blue cloud on the white cloud in front of
the woman's face and the variety appears to be
constant.
The sheets of 77C confirm that plating this value involves a new approach. One cannot move
from types 1-50 by direct identification and
then identify sheet number and hence plate position. Sometimes it is impossible to narrow down
the type number to less than 2 or 3 possibilities, and the position can only be determined
from 8 or 12 descriptions instead of four. Many
of the position features are hairlines which
evidently increased in number as the plate was
used. It is easy to confuse some of the descriptions, and occasionally an identification can
only be confirmed by finding the adjacent stamp
with the matching end for a hairline extending
(Continued on Page 7)

NE W
CATALOGUE
FOR SWISS
REVENUES

I am delighted to inform my many clients of
Revenue Stamps that the American Revenue Society is actively engaged in preparing the manuscript for a complete Catalogue of Swiss Revenues. They approached us some months ago with
the proposal that, in return for taking financial responsibility for all production costs,
The Amateur Collector Ltd. would be given the
exclusive selling rights. We gladly agreed,
inspite of the original heavy investment. Not
only is this an important service to all collectors of Swiss Fiscal stamps, it is also a
long-felt need for an up-to-date work and, for
us, a real pleasure to co-operate with this
great American Society and its President,
Gerald M. Abrams. That an American Society
should elect to produce a work on Swiss Fiscals underlines the importance of these
fascinating stamps.

Over 25 years have elapsed since
Schaufelbergers fine work was prematurely halted, incomplete,
by his death. Carlo Buttafava intended to
complete the work, but this never happened.
There never has been, since Forbins 1914 publication, a listing of "Municipals" of towns
starting with letters M to Z. This will at
last be achieved and, very importantly, corrections and additions will be made to the listings of Schaufelberger. There will be many
more illustrations and, of course, the text
will be in English. Prices will naturally be
revised upwards (in general double 1949 Schaufelberger quotations, with rarities in the
treble region). Compared to other so-called
"side-lines" such as Hotel Posts, Military
Stamps, Postmarks, etc. this is a very modest
increase over a period of quarter of a century
but it will suffice to raise Market prices
steeply above our current selling prices, which
in turn will fuel extra demand - which in turn
will raise prices, and so forth. That is why
it so handsomely pays to pick up such material
before everybody starts to look for it.'
We have spent a lot of time pricing and mount
-ing part of our stock. We promise to maintain these processed items at their present
prices until the publication of the new Catalogue (see below for hoped-for publication
plans). This gives our clients ample time to
pick up quite exceptional bargains, bearing
in mind that the already processed stock is
actually priced, with very few exceptions,
below 1949 Schaufelberger quotations.

Tentatively, we plan to publish in 2 or 3
parts. The first part will be Federal and
Cantonal. We hope to accomplish this between
Then will follow the
April and July 1977.
Municipal Issues, probably towards the end of
1977 but not later than Spring 1978.
If you have not yet started to collect Revenues
take my advice: Don't wait until your money
will buy half or less of what you could get for
it today:
H.L. Katcher

STAFF NEWS
Mrs. Noreen Strauss decided to take sabbatical
leave and we greatly miss her cheerfulness,
sense of humour and kindness. However, she
will still assist during holiday and Exhibition periods. Her place was taken by Mrs. Chelia
Boxall, a name many readers will remember from
the 1960's. They all come back to HLK! (Is
he paying them too much?). Our Junior Director, Yvonne Katcher has married a Computer
Research Scientist (what possible use can he
be to Swiss Stamps?). Although married, Miss
Katcher is not retiring.

MAURICE WILLIAMS
The death of Maurice Williams, on 15th June
after a heart attack, has left us all with a
deep sense of personal loss. In spite of a disability which kept him in a wheel-chair from an
early age, he was always most excellent company
and prepared to give his time to fellow philatelists up to any hour of the night. He was
indeed a true philatelist in the full meaning of
the word, his speciality being "Cinderella"
material such as locals, hotel posts, fiscals of
all categories, and anything which needed real
research for its understanding.
He built up a phenomenal philatelic library and
such was his knowledge of it that with its aid,
to say nothing of that of his amazing collec tion
he could usually answer the most abstruse telephoned enquiries within one or two minutes.
His absence from the other end of my telephone
will be a frequent sharp reminder of our loss.
In conjunction with his brother Leonard, he had
produced a large number of books of lasting
value to stamp collectors at all levels of experience. We shall indeed miss his valued
counsel in the annual production of our Switzerland Catalogue of which he, jointly with his
brother, was Technical Editor since 1960.
To his widow and family I extend my deepest
sympathy.
R.F. BULSTRODE, Editor

NEW COIL (?)
`STAMPS'
"Ticket" Machines with

Editor's Note: The October issue of the Berner
Briefmarken Zeitung contains comments from a
reader, relating to the above. He bases his calculations on approximately 3600 stamp machines
in current use: One complete set, from one
machine comprises 1999 labels with a face valSelectable Franking Values
ue of approximately £25,000; as each machine
P.T.T. NEWS (Translation)
incorporates its own code number and letter inJuly 30th, 1976.
to the printed design, one will wish of course
to buy a set of each. At present, with four
FROM 9TH AUGUST THE P.T.T. HAS PUT NEW MACHINES
machines in use only €100,000 need be budgeted
FOR THE FRANKING OF MAIL AT BERN, GRINDELWALD,
for the almost 8000 different labels. When,
ZURICH AND GENEVA ON A TRIAL BASIS. THESE DEVeventually, all 3600 machines are in use, we
ICES GIVE OUT, IN RETURN FOR COINS, ADHESIVE
shall however require €90,000,000, but for this
LABELS PRINTED WITH THE APPROPRIATE VALUE WHICH
amount we will have a collection of 7,196,400
CAN BE USED FOR THE FRANKING OF ALL TYPES OF
labels. For neat storage, one album per
POST (LETTERS, CARDS, ETC.). IN CONTRAST TO THE
machine is desirable. The 3600 albums can
PREVIOUSLY USED MACHINES, WITH THESE NEW ONES
easily be accomodated in a room measuring 14ft.
THE FRANKING VALUE CAN BE FREELY SELECTED.
x 35 ft., provided shelves are built to carry
the albums in 5 rows. Weight of the collection
Today there are about 3,400 stamp machines avwill be in the order of 7 tons. The writer
ailable for post office clients, most of which
warns against use of interleaving, which will
contain stamps of 10, 20 and 50 Rp. as well as
add 1.2 tons to the weight and could provide
booklets at Frs.5.-. Thus a small selection
floor-stress problems.
which - particularly with higher charges such
as express mail - lead to a troublesome repetitive assembly to make up the required postage.
So the PTT, in close collaboration with private industry, developed a machine based on similar ideas to a franking machine: the required
value is freely selectable. In return for coins
the apparatus gives out a gummed label printed
In the 1976 Switzerland Catalogue we listed the
with the required value. With these "tickets"
Hotel Post stamp for the Hotel Victoria, Arosa,
- values from 5 Rp. to Fr.99.95 are available - for the first time in any catalogue. We have
all types of postal sendings can be franked.=
now had the opportunity of examining and photographing this totally unexpected discovery. It
Construction and Method of Use
is lithographed by Louis Scharfe of Wetzlar,
The built-in coin checkers are so programmed
also responsible for the very rare issues of
that Swiss coins from 5 Rp. up to and includHotel Bellevue, Glion-sur-Montreux and the
ing Fr.5.- can be used for selecting the reEngadinerhof St. Moritz. The three hotels all
quired value. An electronic device totals up
have their stamps in the same style and all the
the coins received; the sum reached at any
known examples were used between 1897 and 1903.
moment appears in a lighted window. As soon as Who knows whether any other hotels may have had
the required value lights up the printing opsimilar issues?
eration can be brought into action by a partAnother
astounding discovery was that of the
icular button. The issue of the "ticket" then
artist's original essay for the Neues Stahlbad
follows automatically. The power required for
St. Moritz, issue. This amazing item, entirely
the device will be provided either from 220
hand drawn, is close to the issued design, difvolt mains or from a battery supply.
fering only in minor detail. In colours it
EXTENT OF THE TRIALS:
resembles No. I, black/red on white. This is
Post
Four prototype machines are available for their the first artist's original of a Hotel
experimental installation,which will be brought stamp we have ever heard of.

HOTE L POST
DISCOVERIES

into use on 9th August 1976 at:
Bern, P.O. Bern 1 Schanzenpost.
Grindelwald, Post Office.
Zürich, Station P.O. Zürich 23, Hauptbahnhof.
Geneva,P.O. Geneva 1 Depot, Rue du Mont Blanc.
With this new franking facility the P.T.T. pays
attention to a client's need and can expect a
reduction in work load at the counter and diminished working costs.
30th July, 1976.

P.T.T. Press Service.

(Continued from
Swiss Philatelist No.67/68/69)

the performance of swiss stamps
is breathtaking

In our last Issue (Nos. 67/69, June 1975) we devoted three pages to a
detailed graph and Performance Table, comparing what had happened since
1952 to Swiss Stamps, Property, the Stockmarket and Gold. We cannot,in
this issue, spare the space for the Graph reprint, showing the latest
skyward motion of the "Swiss" line, etc. However, the movements have
been so drastic that it is of the utmost importance to print this information, at least in figures. I am writing this in the last week of
September 1976: Figures I am using are from the 1977 Catalogue
which is in course of printing (all prices in this Catalogue are based
on the exchange rate €1 = SFr.4.50 which was current when work on the
manuscript started. Now, the exchange rate is £1
SFr.4.19, a difference of about 7% which is ignored in the figures which follow, but which
is bound to be felt in still higher prices for Swiss stamps in months to
come) and from the F.T. Index of 351.8; Gold has recently "recovered" to
$118 per ounce (it was some 10% lower a few weeks ago). Property has
moved upwards by about 10%. This then is the crazy picture we get: The
€213 spent on Swiss stamps in 1952 and which in June 1975 would have cost
£4098, now would cost £6770, an increase of 65%; £213 worth of Property
(£1162 June 1965) now stands at about £1280; Stocks and Shares (
ex. dividends) have not moved even 1% (the F.T. Index is up 0.8 points, for our
period) and remain at £560; Gold has actually dropped in value by 30% in
terms; in £ terms the loss is much less, but still down nearly 2%:
£213 spent on Gold in 1952 (worth €1219 in June 1975) now stands at
£1194!
I have many times gone on record to deplore Swiss Stamp investment purely
for financial gain. Such investment should always be coupled to the
building of a collection and with knowledge. However, I would be wrong
to discourage investment in Swiss Stamps of real surplus money, when such
investment obviously carries such gain as would be difficult to match in
any other way.
Nor is it essential these days to concentrate on expensive material. If
you have old issues of our Catalogues, compare prices of little stamps,
even of 2/- (10p) years ago with their prices today. Naturally, the
lowest grade "Penny" stamps will never be any good - their price is 90%
overheads and only 10% "Stamp"!
On the left we bring up-to-date the Performance Table. For easier reference we repeat the January 1975 column and continue with the columns
for January and September 1976. Just overlap the January 1975 column
with the Table in Swiss Philatelist Nos. 67/69 to realise the full staggering development.
Incidentally, Mr Colin Farmer, the resident "Stamp Man" for the Swiss
Broadcasting Corporation, used the figures and article from Swiss Philatelist 67/69 in a broadcast over Swiss Radio, in January 1976. He
endorsed our findings and advised his listeners to take advantage of
this investment potential. This was the fourth occasion, over a number
of years, when the Amateur Collector Ltd. was the subject of broadcasts
over Swiss Radio.
H.L. KATCHER

UPU 1 900

(Continued from Page 3)

into or across it. Sometimes a hairline can be followed across three or
four stamps in this way.
77C resembles the other stamps in that many minor varieties, worn frames
and frame retouches were present from the beginning, but it differes from
the other stamps because it has so many examples of successive stages in
use. This is shown mostly by the development of hairlines, but there are
also plate wear and subsequent retouching (positions 172, 173, 182 and
183) which are comparatively scarce. Gees has shown the early stages of
these stamps in the reconstructed plate.
There are a few amendments to the varieties listed in the Zumstein
Specialised Catalogue which are worth mentioning. Pf.6 is found in both
positions 17 and 117, and the "pearl necklace" variety (Pf.7) is in
position 69, not 68. Retouch 1 in the top frame occurs in positions 39
and 139 and in the bottom frame it occurs in positions 25, 28, 29 and 128.
In "Schweiz 1900" Gees warns the reader that it is very difficult to plate
78C, and it sometimes takes an hour or more to plate a single stamp. This
is partly due to the lack of features for determining types 1-50, and
partly die to the faintness of many of the lines and dots used as plating
features. If 20% of 77C requires deduction and indirect processes of
elimination for plating, then the figure for 78C must be nearer 70 - 80%:
78C has some major varieties (all catalogued), especially on sheet 4.
Comparison of the mint sheet and the reconstructed used sheet shows that
there is substantial variation between them maybe because of differences
The following article is reproduced by kind
in inking. Sheet 3 contains most of the surprises because it has one area,
permission from the Berner Briefmarken Zeitung:
and two rows in particular, where the woman's hair has been retouched. The
'One of our business friends in Italy was offered, positions with this variety (sheet 3 only) are 103, 106, 113, 114, 115, 117,
119, 122, 124, 126, 127, 128 and 138. Some of these retouches are hard to
as major varieties, the 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30c.
see, but in position 128 the roulette marks extend right down to the
values of the 1934 typographed issue, all with
woman's neck. For some reason none of these retouches are listed in
inverted overprint "Société des Nations" and all
"Schweiz 1900", maybe because they were thought to be late retouches and
unused with an illegible pencil guarantee mark.
Apart from the fact that the 10 and 20c. values oof therefore not present at all stages of printing.
END
this issue were never issued with the "Société des
Nations" overprint, these stamps have also never
before been known with inverted overprint.
Expertising of the overprint in comparison with
originals showed conclusively that it is a forgery
The print is appreciably thicker than that of the
originals, particularly obvious on the left hand
stroke of the first 'N'; the accents on both the
'E's of "Societe" lie noticeably shallower than in
the originals. Since it must be assumed that the
forgers have, in addition to the inverted overprints, also fabricated normal ones, we bring
this "New Discovery" to the attention of our
readers as a warning.

THE REVENUE STA MPS
CITY
OF
Compiled by
Wing Commander
R.F. Bulstrode, O.B.E.

Amongst all the fascinating Fiscal stamps issued in Switzerland those of the Canton of
Basel City are probably the most intriguing.
Using the Forbin and Schaufelberger Catalogues
the earliest recorded date is 1860, though examples exist which are probably earlier. The
number of purposes for which these stamps were
issued is astounding, and it is quite clear
that the two catalogues are far from complete
either in the early issues or the relatively
modern ones. There is still ample opportunity
for research and original study at quite moderate cost.
Amongst the "earlies", apparently pre-1860, are
document stamps, all printed in blue. There
are two vertical oval types inscribed "KANT:
BASEL-STADT. 7 Rp." featuring the bishop's
crozier, and also an oblong octagonal type inscribed "KANTON BASEL-STADT F.1001 à 2000 40Rp."
printed on a grey lined background; other values are sure to exist.

all printed on a grey ornamental background,
with the crozier and "GEBÜHRENMARKE" in black
and the value in red. Cancellations are usually circular, in two sizes, showing the crozier, supported by an excited-looking basilisk,
Basel's heraldic beast. In 1935 the same design was produced in the some colours but
reduced to 24 x 30 mm. This issue was in turn
produced in 1937 with the detail of the grey
background modified and the point of the crozier curling further round - and this time three
values appeared perf. 15. To close the General
Purpose Police story the same type appeared in
1939 on thin paper, always perf. 111.

The Frontier Police (Grenzpolizei) issued a set
in 1927, perf. 111 and also 15. At some time
the 50 Rp. value was overprinted 2.50, but at
present this does not seem to be listed nor is
it known if other values were similarly treated.
At some later date a series was produced with
the inscription in black on a pale coloured
background with the crozier in white. These
The catalogued issues start with the .Police
stamps are imperf. at the sides, perf. top and
stamp of 1860. This, like all issues to 1884,
bottom with one extra large hole on the centre
is a 50 Cts. value, imperf. Unlike later isline. Each stamp is numbered, with a sixsues it bears no date and is oblong, with no
figure number; the rarest are overprinted
listed varieties. From 1861 to 1884 all issues "MUSTER" - meaning specimen - covering two
are square bearing the year, value and crozier
stamps and having numbers "000000" or "000001".
in a shield surround, and a different colour
each year. From 1866 onwards the size reduces In 1927 two stamps were issued for Alien Control (Fremden Kontrolle) with black printing on
to 15 by 15 mm. For 1865 only one type is
pale coloured paper, perf. 111.
listed, but in fact two completely different
"master" lithographic stones existed. From
In 1931 the "Polizei-Departement" issued a
1867 onwards Forbin lists the number of variet- Commercial Traveller's Permit stamp, value
ies known, but for many of the years unrecorded Fr.2.-, bearing white lettering on a black
types also exist. The issues for 1881 to 1884 ground. In fact the paper is white but the
seem the most difficult to obtain. The cancel- black is good enough to give the impression of
lation, rarely seen, is a large oval in black
jet black paper. These stamps are 31 x 23 mm.,
or blue inscribed "POLIZEI-DEPARTEMENT BASEL"
but their successors in 1940 were reduced to
with the crozier,in various styles
20 x 25 mm. and have black inscriptions on grey
The next Police issue was in 1919, bearing only or rose paper - grey for use on green permit
cards and rose for red ones! Both colours are
the value in very small figures, and framed
Fr.2.- and have perforation and background detcrozier, all in black on coloured paper, perf.
on three sides but imperf. on the right, occas- ails as in the later Frontier Police stamps
already described.
ionally having a small number printed at the
top. In 1920 some values received large over- An annual series of Bicycle Control stamps
prints of new values, and in 1921 a new set was
(Fahrradkontrolle) started in 1944 and continissued with relatively large figures of value
ued at least until 1967, with details of layout,
and this in turn was overprinted with new val- perforation, etc.,, as in the last Commercial
ues in 1922. In 1932 a new type was issued
Travellers' issue. The background is in colour
measuring 35 x 43 mm. perf. 111. These are

on surface-coloured paper, and each issue has
its year at the top. The six-figure numbers,
very small to start with, were enlarged in 1959
and made larger still in 1963 in which year two
colours were issued; one in mauve has no detail
to its background and no large perforation hole
but the other, with the largest numbers, has
the usual details and a grey background. Close
examination of these stamps show faint rouletting on the right sides; this is explained by
the rare occurence of such stamps with a plain
tab on the right bearing only the year and a
repetition of the six figure number; such unsevered pairs are really scarce. Other rarities are stamps of one year and overprinted for
use in another. The 1955 issue was given a
large diagonal "1956" overprint, and 1957 received a small "1960" together with manuscript
deletion of the original date.
1962 was applied to 1961, just large enough to cancel the
original date. All these stamps are of
Fr.1. face value.
A series which needs some care in sorting is
the "Betreibungsamt" (Debt Collecting Agency).
The basic design remained unchanged from 1897
to 1944 except for nine stamps issued from
1904 to 1910. To deal first with the nine
stamps of 1904 to 1910, these are all in designs featuring large figures of value, perf.
111, with no listed varieties although quite
distinct shades of some values exist. With
the basic "Basilisk" design details which
have to be watched are the method of printing,
engraved or lithographed, whether the basilisk has its beak open or closed, and whether
the "M" in "TAXMARKE" at the foot of the
stamp has straight or splayed legs. It starts
in 1897 with an engraved issue, the basilisk
having its beak open and a barbed end to its
tongue showing, the "M" having straight legs.
Rarities are imperf proofs in issued colours.
In 1905 three values were re-issued in
apple-green with the same details.
From 1906 to 1944 the picture becomes more complex. All issues from this period are lithographed, this particular series having the
basilisk's beak open and splayed legs to the
"M"; some values came out in several colours,a
total of 38 being listed some of which are relatively scarce.
From 1918 to 1930 a set appeared with closed
beak and straight legs to the "M", perf. 11Z,
a longer series in the same design but perf.
15 appearing in 1920.
From 1924 to 1944 a massive series of overprints of new values came out. 28 types are

listed, on all but the first basilisk issue
and including one on the 1910 85c. figures of
value type. This list is probably incomplete,
the variety of methods of overprinting being
so great. Proper type-set overprints are met
with in widely differing styles and sizes,
usually in black but occasionally in red;
rubber-stamp examples exist in red and black;
with various thicknesses of pen; and one case
of typewriter work in black being known.
Finally, there are lithographed imperforate
proofs of the type with open beak and splayed
legs to the "M", mostly in issued colours but
including some which may be colour trials. At
least 25 of these are known, but all are
scarce.
The Zivilstandsamt (Registry Office) issued a
straight forward series between 1925 and 1938.
These oblong stamps show the twin towers of
Basel Minster to the left with the value in
black to the right. Below the value is a
space intended for the date of use - which
sometimes actually gets there! Apart from
changes of colour for some values there are
no complications, the real rarities being imperforate proofs, so for seen in issued
colours.
In 1939 a new design appeared of which the
Schaufelberger listing is incomplete in the
original issue as at least two values and one
colour change ore missing. These stamps
always have the crozier, inscription and value
in black, with the value at the foot of the
stamps. In the original version the figures
cover seven horizontal lines of the background; in what appears to be a later unlisted issue they cover only five lines and the
whole inscription is sharper. These can rarely - be found with a receipt tab of the
same size as the stamps, se-tenant with it on
its right.
In 1934 the "Rheinschiffahrtsamt" (Rhine
Navigation Office); four-colour series to
collect Rhine Harbour Dues. The crozier and
word "Hafenabgabe" are always in black, a
wavy background to the city arms always in
blue, and the value always in red, but the
background to these large stamps is in a
different colour for each value. In 1947 six
smaller stamps were issued with the arms,
"Hafenabgabe" and value always in black, a
horizontal wavy line and an anchor always in
blue around the arms, and a different coloured background to each value. Every stamp
bears a six-figure number at its feet, is
imperf. vertically and perforated horizontally, with one large hole in the centre of
each perforation line.
In 1936 six stamps labelled "Arbeitsrappen"
were produced to collect an employment tax.
(Continued on page 10)

BASEL CITY (Cont'd from p.9)
These single colour items only measure 12 mm.
square across the perforations and show only
the one word, the figures of value without
"Rp." or "Fr." and the crozier.
1942 sa. a set of four "Gasttaxe" stamps for
collecting a visitors (tourist) tax. Unlike
most Basel City issues these are typographed,
always in black on paper of different colours
for each value. Different printings show considerable differences in shade, and two or
three sets can be built up.
The first Public Health Service stamp was issued in 1937, inscribed "O.K.K." for "Offentliche Krankenkasse"; this blue 30 Rp. value
exists with and without "O.K." below the figures of value. The subsequent sets are all
inscribed "Oe.K.K.", the next set of six being
in 1938 in single colour on white paper, six
figure numbers at the foot in black, imperf.
sides, perf. top and bottom with usual large
central perforation hole. Between 1942 and
1944, or possibly later, an incompletely listed series showing large figures of value on a
coloured ground, on lightly surface-toned
paper, was issued. These are known with an
overprint of two diagonal lines, and - unlisted
- is the Fr. 1.- value overprinted "2Fr.". Also
unlisted is a Fr.2.- value in blue on blue, also
known with the diagonal lines overprint.
(To be Continued)

Tête Bê he Pair
ed from page 1)

c
(Continu
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pair was a forgery. After all, it had been
pronounced as such by leading British
experts! I begged to differ and made him a
cash offer on the spot. He was staggered at
the high amount I mentioned and there must
have been some doubt in his mind as to my
sanity. He promised to put the matter before
his Committee and after a delay of a few weeks
I was the proud owner of this outstanding
rarity, for which I had no difficulty in obtaining a Swiss Certificate.
Readers who have subscribed to the Swiss
Philatelist since 1960 will no doubt remember
the sensation caused then by my discovery of
the used 5c. pair No.60A (see Swiss Philatelist No.26). It was shown on Television and
"immortalised in books.
What is known about the Yellow 15c. Tete Beche
Pairs? Actually, very little. One printing
plate must have been assembled with a single
cliché inserted upside down, by mistake. However, this mistake very soon must have been
discovered and rectified. In 1890 some
mention was made about these errors and as far
as we can reconstruct today the existence of
one vertical and two horizontal pairs were
then known. The vertical pair has disappeared
without trace. One horizontal pair is now in
the PTT Museum, the other apparently disappeared. Before the First World War one more
pair was found which is in private hands (and
could be the "re-appearance" of the above?);
it has serious perforation faults. The pair
in the PTT Museum is very badly centered in
two directions. All known pairs are unused,
with no or virtually no gum and are creased
along the dividing perforations. Minor
printing flaws prove that they all come from
the same sheet position.
We can sum up the present situation as
follows: Of the three known horizontal pairs
one is in the PTT Museum; one is in private
hands; the third (my discovery and probably
the best in quality among the three) will
shortly be but on the market. One can hope
that the fourth (vertical) pair will turn up
again one day. The 15c. Tete Beche Pairs
therefore rank among the rarest stamps of the
world. They bear no comparison to such
declared rarities as U.S.A. 24c. Airmail inverted center of which a whole sheet was
discovered.

I WOULD LIKE TO SINCERELY THANK
MAX HERTSCH OF ZUMSTEIN & CO.,
BERN, FOR HIS HELP WITH RESEARCH
FOR THIS ARTICLE.
H.L.KATCHER

* STOP PRESS
NOVEMBER 10Th 1976
Six weeks have elapsed since I wrote the
article on page 6 and several of the figures
and values given are now out of date: £1 now
equals only SFr 3.93; this represents a
further drop of about 6% making a total of
nearly 13%. The Stock Exchange F.T. index
has dropped from 351.8 to 295.8 last night - a
fall of some 16%; Gold has moved up by 11% to
% 131.50; Property, it was announced last week,
has moved upwards during the past year by
only 71%, i.e. less than the figures calculated in my article.
H.L.KATCHER
R.F.Bulstrode's Swiss Proofs and Essays
Article will be continued in our next issue.

